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Turnaround of Complex Distribution Business Delivers A 260% Improvement in Return on Assets 

Situation: 

A market leading, global distributer and value added service provider of aerospace fasteners and 

commodity hardware, this business was long regarded as both non-strategic and underperforming by its 

Fortune 100 parent. While the business’s broad offering was attractive to customers, ( 60,000 active 

SKU’s, 220,000 in its catalog, over 750,000 Kan Ban bins inside its global customer base), inefficiencies in 

purchasing and distribution operations contributed to a high cost base and unacceptable service levels 

in a market that was rapidly becoming commoditized. Weakening margins combined with unacceptably 

high levels of inventory resulted in a return on tangible assets in the very low single digits for several 

preceding years. With 4 general managers in the preceding 5 years, its strategy was fragmented and 

uncoordinated and employee morale was extremely low. Divesting this business was an unattractive 

option for the parent as the enterprise value would not cover its book value in its present condition. A 

comprehensive turnaround was required to create the value necessary to give the parent company 

strategic options for the business.      

Action Plan:  

• Conducted a comprehensive assessment of the business’s financial and operation performance by 

holding deep internal reviews on business operations, talent, growth strategy, and customer 

relationship management issues. Visited customers and account leaders/program managers to 

assess customer service priorities.  

• Determined that the transformation priorities of the business lie in service level improvement, 

working capital management, customer relationship management, and the introduction of higher 

margin products. Followed with and gained acceptance for a comprehensive strategic plan (STRAP) 

within 6 months.  

• Launched an effort to create an Integrated Supply Chain strategic action plan to begin to 

systemically improve fill rates, supplier delivery and cost productivity, inventory management 

processes and distribution operations footprint.  

• Introduced a Sales and Inventory and Operations Planning process (SIOP) that gave leadership an 18 

month rolling forecast of revenue, the impact of growth programs, inventory positions, and labor for 

planning and target setting. 

• Drove a comprehensive communication process to focus the organization on our strategic 

imperatives. Quarterly global business updates, skip levels, safety walk-thru’s, supplier 

communication and later, periodic updates on company news with industry publications were 

components of the process.    

• Top graded leadership by recruiting top performers in key positions, using high potentials in stretch 

roles and establishing a standard measurement system through goal deployment, operating 

reviews, talent reviews, and growth program reviews to maintain accountability and focus.   

• Quickly launched an initiative to populate the organization’s marginally used CRM tool. Drove 

accountability by conducting monthly “voice of the customer” (VOC) reviews for each account 
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manager supporting functions. Appointed integrated product team leaders to each major customer 

or customer segment and gave them the authority to drive execution and accountability for solving 

customer issues through the organization.  

• Launched a comprehensive deal review process that improved margin by focusing Sales and 

Integrated Supply Chain on STRAP driven ROI targets, execution requirements and risk management 

actions for all new proposals. The process also reduced proposal response time by cutting out non 

value added approval steps.  

• Drove an entrepreneurial growth culture that invited and vetted new and non-traditional growth 

ideas for future investment. Created a “service product delivery process” (SPDS) that provided a 

programmatic structure for market research, product development and launch for new, high return 

service products identified by employees and customers.   

• Reduced customer support and service cost to the business’s 5,000 small customers by transitioning 

~ 50 FTE’s of effort into Bangalore, India as part of the organization’s globalization effort.  

• Drove a safety culture and created programs to address the business’s worst-in-class performance. 

Personally participated in safety reviews and events to cement the culture.   

 

Results: 

Increased sales and income by 20% and 93%, respectively. Generated 150-200% cash conversion rates 

and a $120M reduction in working capital through improvements in inventory turns, A/R aging and 

supplier payment terms. Improved cost-competitiveness by reducing census by 25%, distribution 

footprint by 20%.  The entrepreneurial culture and the growth programs launched by the SPDS process 

delivered $100M in revenue at 5X the ROI performance of the legacy business in 24 months. The net 

impact of these improvements was a 260% improvement in return on tangible assets.  

Improvements in fill rates and responsiveness to customer issues and metrics Improved customer 

satisfaction ratings from 67% at the end of 2002 to 95% by the end of 2004. By 2005, overall satisfaction 

and best-in-class ratings had improved from the worst to the best in the parent company’s aerospace 

division. Those improved customer relationships in combination with our rigorous deal review process 

provided for retention and overall win rates of 100% and 85% respectively. 

Employee morale improved significantly as the organization generated higher levels of customer 

satisfaction and win rates. The organization went from a “black hole” for talent to a destination for 

those wanting experience in a fast paced, entrepreneurial environment. Safety performance improved 

from the worst in the parent company’s aerospace division to achieve world class levels of performance, 

receiving the VPP STAR Award at its largest distribution center in the US and the comparable OHSAS-

18001 in its Hamburg GR distribution center.   

Within 36 months, the combination of improved financial performance, operational performance, and 

its stronger competitive position increased the enterprise value of this business by 275%, thus giving its 

parent strategic options.  It eventually sold the business to a strategic buyer and competitor for a large 

net gain.   


